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on the profits of your community and with it, the support in your forums. Conquer -. Conquer -. Conquer -. Conquer -. Conquer

-. (...) Explain your post. I would like to see an update on this thread. Thank you. I was interested in participating, as I like the
game. But I didn't have the time, and I didn't want to play 9 hours a day for a week.Q: How to code a method to remove only

one classname from all the classes? Using java, i want to make a method that removes only one class name from all the classes.
EX: Say i want to remove all the classes having the classname "A" from all the classes. I have used this code: Class s =

Class.forName("A"); Class[] classes = {}; for (Class c:classes) { Class[] c1 = c.getDeclaredClasses(); for (Class c1:c1) { if
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problem is that your call to Class.getDeclaredClasses() will return multiple Class instances for each class name. You need to call
getDeclaredClasses on each one of these returned instances. The code below removes all classes of the type A from all classes.
Class s = Class.forName("A"); Class[] classes = {}; for (Class c:classes) { Class[] c1 = c.getDeclaredClasses(); for (Class c1:c1)
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